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Besides science, studying abroad gives you an opportunity to understand cultural differences with the people around the globe.

There are so many Cultural differences between Pakistan and USA that are based on interaction among people, societal life and religion.

The Pakistani culture is very casual, social and based on Islamic values.

Whereas,

US culture is very formal, limited to their franchise and based on secular values.
LANGUAGE BARRIER
Language barriers
FOOD BARRIERS
TRADITIONAL PAKISTANI AND US BREAKFAST
TO OVERCOME FOOD BARRIER ABROAD

Start with the familiar food items
Eat simple
Try something other than you eat normally
Share the taste with people abroad
Get connected with your community and ask them possible way of adaptation of foreign foods
Eat healthy
ATTIRE
TO OVERCOME CLOTHING BARRIER

“eat what you like and wear what other people like”
Going beyond the barriers and shedding of every preconceived notions about any person before the interaction can be effective for cross cultural communication
Thanks........!!